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Graphic watershed quadrant 
 
WOODcut 
       chiseled the end of the century 
                      , improved upon 
                        copper arms 
                                 , hanging fruitful 
                                   navigational TooLs. 
 
            Fragile the course of a cause 
            giving credit to intermediate sap 
                                           [coarse ALONG a 
                                                 LaP], 
                    immediate gesture 
                    reminiscent of an AnCieNt MaP 
, used but NeVeR alone at NooN. 
 
 
  



 
Aggressive geometry (spirit of the deal) 
 
Academy of permanent resources 
race for desire morbid as an itsy bitsy slingshot 
                    : 
              neighborhood WiNe 
                       , cheesy   ,   leased out 
                       for summer cottage --- 
born of tomorrow’s 
gum backside stable. 
 
     Hounding a DooR, 
jammed               ,         slammed   , 
             stool on offense --- 
                                           dialed memorial 
                                           telephone 
                            (NuMbeR   /   smite   /   jukeBOX). 
 
Complaints,pizza,organic,approachable 
                                   Online supply --- 
                      nephew nurses a NuN. 
 
        Omnivorous handbook 
                          , disease killed comprehensive 
                                   conflict of AccOrD 
                                               , sisters & partners 
                                                 in crimewave. 
 
Companion invented romantic human editing 
and high COST ethical DEBATE power 
                                           , missed  perspective 
                                             & referential pathways. 
 
  



 
Go moaning if it fills a binding law 
 
Temporal frameworks 
          , problem of inscrutable context. 
 
Internal trajectory of discursive 
                                        probability [?] 
                      Say scaffolding 
                               in a limber photosynthesis. 
 
Mushroom varieties 
as facets of story worlds 
build to paint compass. 
 
                   Chapter <BREAK 
                                            > ! (development 
                                                   of classical 
                                                   connotations 
                          , confined primary 
                                paradigm   ,   a plumbing 
         , less mode 
foregrounded leech 
                             DeepLY improbable)> A 
random quality 
by the end 
               implausible: 
                          HURRAH! 
 
 
 
 
  



 
Reported tarantula 
 
Plunging imbues neckline 
     anti-proportional 
           material verbal 
           uncertain 
 
methodological pictorial 
                  framing  
                  device     fist 
 
       perfected century 
       spoons. Laminated 
requirements a responsible 
                          spasm 
prefigured ethical tool 
            used to bludgeon 
       , safety last. 
 
As commentaries 
                  always cursed 
                  , beneath windswept 
                  intestinal diameter, 
porridge copies language 
revealing adjustments 
not yet administered. 
  
                         Romanticism 
                 showers             nutshell 
train                       outlined 
            digital benchmark 
packing material 
                                    consumption. 
 
  



 
declining vigor 
 
tract makes superficial detail 
                after ForeHeaD, a monography 
                                              startling & 
                                              slow. 
 
hormones match bicycle whEEls 
an objective knucklewalk boring 
         BlaTheR! BlaTheR! BlaTheR! 
 
Where fruit strays BaskeTs graze 
sharp BOUTS canopy hypothesis 
blossom ProximitY rotatable CliMbing 
lost mechanisms benefit TuBeS 
 
                                 Send Card! Embryo 
                                                    cavity! Stark 
scram                            publicity                    layer. 
 
 
 
  



 
Ready escaping gums 
 
Slant rhyme / 
            free gesture 
            , suds hanging 
                         dozens 
               / , / . Religious 
hurricanes : : 
     FOREST or 
     FORECAST ??? 
                 Space station 
envoy scrubs 
instrumental dishes 
piled up tongues in 
a tattoo carnival. 
                      Moonlight 
                  , shake wearied 
                    drilling dread 
                                 snarling 
                                 INSECT 
                                 grouse 
, . Freezing wall 
    chills spine 
    forgotten 
             SITcom. 
Resist dome 
gallows dance 
soupy porch 
fair resolution 
. . . . . . . . . . 
Limbo / Fire / 
Plague / Converge / 
. 
 
 


